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These activities reinforce the correspondence between individual 
sounds in words (phonemes) and the letter(s) that stand for each 
sound. Sounds are shown between slashes, such as /o/ for short o. 
Use these activities to strengthen children’s skills, whether they need 
more support and practice or are ready for a challenge. Activities are 
appropriate for children in grades K–2.

1. Reteaching Letter-Sounds Using Pictures
Purpose: Identify the beginning sounds and letters of picture names 
Materials: Pictures, (optional) letter cards

Show a picture whose name begins with the letter-sound you want 
to reteach, such as goat for g/g/. Say the picture name (goat) and ask 
children to tell what sound they hear at the beginning of the word.(/g/) 
Repeat the picture name and the initial letter-sound. (goat, /g/) Have 
children repeat after you. Write or show the letter(s) that represent 
the initial sound. (g) Have children repeat with you several times 
the picture name and its initial sound and letter. (goat, /g/, g) Then, 
one at a time, show other pictures whose names begin with the 
same sound and spelling. Help children name each picture, identify 
the initial sound, and tell the letter(s) that stand for that sound. 
Conclude by asking how the picture names are alike. 

TIP: Pronouncing letter-sounds  When modeling letter-sounds 
for children, say the sound precisely and don’t add “uh” to the 
end. For example, the sound /g/ should be said like the end of 
the word pig, not “guh.” 

2. Reteaching Letter-Sounds Using Words
Purpose: Review letter-sound associations 
Materials: (optional) Letter cards, word cards

Write or show the letter(s) that represent the letter-sound you want 
to reteach, such as th. Have children name the letter(s) and say the 
sound the letter(s) represent. (th/th/) Then say several words that 
begin or end with the target letter-sound, such as think, bath, cloth, 
thanks. Have children repeat each word you say and tell if they hear 
the sound at the beginning or end of the word. One at a time, write or 
show decodable words with the target letter-sound and spelling. Read 
each word and have children point out the letter(s) in the word that 
represent the target letter-sound. (th) Have children read the words as 
you point to them in random order.

Letter-Sounds

g

th
think
bath
cloth
thanks
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3. Going on a Letter Hunt
Purpose: Identify letters that represent given sounds 
Materials: Words in the classroom, (optional) word cards, (optional) 
laser or pen light 

Say a letter-sound that has been taught, such as /t/ in tent. Tell 
children to look at words displayed in signs, word walls, lists, and 
other places for the letter(s) that stand for the sound you said. For 
fun, tape word cards in unusual but visible places. Have children 
point to or tell you where they found the letter(s). If you have a 
laser or pen light, tell them to shine it on the letter(s). Then have 
everyone name the letter(s) and say the sound the letter(s) represent. 
(t/t/) For this activity, children could point out t in a th word for the 
sound /t/. Don’t explain the difference unless children have been 
taught the other sound-spelling.

Variation  Write or show the letter(s) that stand for one sound. 
Have children identify objects or pictures in the room whose names 
contain that sound.

4. Using Letter-Sound Boxes
Purpose: Identify letter-sounds in various positions in words  
Materials: Papers showing three connected boxes, letter cards

On a piece of paper, draw three large connected boxes as shown and 
make a copy for each child. Give each child a card with the letter(s) 
that stand for a letter-sound you want to reinforce, such as d/d/. 
Then say a word that has that letter-sound at the beginning, middle, 
or end, such as dog, puddle, sad. Have children place the letter card 
in one of the boxes to show if the sound for that letter is at the 
beginning, middle, or end of the word. If needed, repeat the word 
slowly, emphasizing the letter-sound.

Variation  If children know more than one spelling for a sound, you 
can focus on one spelling at a time. 

TIP: Practicing with and without letters  Phonemic awareness 
activities are oral activities that focus on individual sounds within 
words without reference to letters. If children are struggling 
with the concept of letters standing for sounds, give them 
practice with the Phonemic Awareness Activities. Once children 
correctly identify individual sounds in words, have them practice 
connecting sounds to letters.

d
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5. Sorting Pictures by Letter-Sounds
Purpose: Distinguish between letter-sounds 
Materials: Pictures, paper bags

Gather sets of pictures whose names begin with the letters and 
sounds you want to reinforce, such as c/k/, o/o/, g/g/ or sh/sh/, ch/
ch/, th/th/. On separate paper bags, write the letter(s) that represent 
each of the sounds. Tape or draw a picture of something whose name 
begins with the letter(s) written on each paper bag. Mix up the other 
pictures and have children take turns choosing a picture, naming it, 
and placing it in the bag that shows the letter(s) that stand for the 
beginning sound in the picture name. As a child places his card in 
the bag, have everyone say the picture name, the letter-sound, and 
the letter(s) that stand for the sound—for example, “Sheep begins 
with /sh/. Sheep begins with sh.” Conclude by reviewing the pictures 
in a bag and having children tell how the picture names are alike.

Variation 1  For a simpler activity, show one bag and have most of 
the picture names begin with the letter-sound represented on that 
bag. If children often mix up two letter-sounds, such as b/b/ and d/d/, 
have them sort for those two letter-sounds. The more letter-sounds 
children have to sort, the more challenging the activity.

Variation 2  Have children sort for letter-sounds in other positions. 
For example, write n    ,     n    ,     n on separate bags. Have children 
sort pictures whose names have the sound /n/ in the beginning, 
middle, or end as in nest, pencil, train. You could also have them sort 
for different sounds at the ends of words. For example, write      g and  
    d on separate bags and have them sort for final /g/ or /d/.
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When children first learn to decode words, they practice blending 
individual letter-sounds quickly and smoothly from left to right. 
This enables them to read many words successfully and builds their 
confidence in their word-attack skills. Activities are appropriate for 
children in grades K–2.

1. Teaching a Blending Routine
Purpose: Blend letter-sounds more quickly and smoothly  
Materials: (optional) Letter cards and a pocket chart

Use these steps to teach children how to blend letter-sounds in real 
or nonsense words:

1. Show or write known letters, such as at.

2. Place your finger under the letter for the first sound.

3.  Say the sound of the first letter with children (/a-a-a/) and then 
slide your finger quickly from the first letter to the second.

4.  Say the sound of the second letter with children. (/t/) If a word 
has three or more letters, continue to slide your finger under 
each letter as you say its sound.

5.  Have children sound out the word by themselves as you slide 
your finger under the letters again. (/a-a-a . . . t/)

6.  Now say the word, blending the letter-sounds quickly and 
smoothly as you trace under the word. (/at/) Have children 
repeat the word with you.

7.  Repeat steps 1–6 to blend other letter-sounds, using your finger 
to reinforce left-to-right tracking of the sounds in sequence.

When you model blending, stretch out vowel sounds and other 
continuous letter-sounds, such as /l/, /m/, /n/, /s/, and transition 
smoothly from one sound to the next without pausing. (For man, say 
/m-m-m-a-a-a-n-n-n/.) Stop sounds, such as /d/, /g/, /k/, /t/, end after 
one puff of air and are more difficult to blend with other sounds. 
Pronounce stop sounds crisply. Say, for example, /d/ as at the end of 
mad, not “duh.” Move quickly from a stop sound to the next sound 
(For dad, say /d-a-a-a-d/).

Blending
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2. Blending with Nonsense Words
Purpose: Focus on every letter when blending 
Materials: (optional) Word cards

Having children blend letter-sounds for nonsense words helps you 
check that they are really identifying and blending letter-sounds 
and not just saying a word they might have memorized. Tell children 
when they are practicing with nonsense words. Then show a 
nonsense word and help them blend the letter-sounds from left to 
right, using the blending routine from Blending Activity 1.

If children know one sound for each letter of the alphabet (including 
short vowels), you can create nonsense words by combining any 
known consonants (C) and vowels (V). Start with VC combinations, 
such as oc and ig, and then CV combinations, such as sa and la. 
Always use short-vowel sounds when blending. Gradually increase 
the number of letters in the nonsense word—for example, esk, pob, 
dast, snox, flump, dracket. Keep qu together and don’t use x at the 
beginning of a word.

For older children, create nonsense words that reflect the sound-
spelling patterns children are learning, such as chig, shuff, dotch, ro, 
pobe, herl, snoy, fleezy. Don’t use letters that stand for more than one 
sound, such as ow or oo. Point out the sound-spelling patterns, such 
as ee/ē/. Then help children blend the nonsense word.

3. Blending with Real Words
Purpose: Improve blending speed and smoothness 
Materials: (optional) Letter cards, pocket chart

Give children blending practice with sets of decodable 
words that differ from each other by one letter-sound, such 
as bat, cat, sat, fat, flat; bud, bug, bus, bun, buzz, buck; or hat, 
hit, hot, heat. Write on the board one of the words from a 
set or form the word with letter cards in a pocket chart. As 
you run a finger under the letters in the word, have children 
blend letter-sounds to read the word. Make a new word by 
changing one or two letters. Have children identify the new 
letter(s) and tell which letters stayed the same. Then have 
them blend the letter-sounds to read the new word. Repeat 
until children can read the new word quickly and smoothly. 
Continue for other new words. 

®

®

®

oc 
ig 
sa 
la 
esk 
pob 
dast 
snox 
flump 
dracket 

chig 
shuff 
dotch 
ro 
pobe 
herl 
snoy 
fleezy

b a t

sc lf
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4. Blending Races
Purpose: Improve blending speed and smoothness 
Materials: A toy car and oversized lists of syllables and words

Place a list of words children should be able to read (printed in an 
oversized font) on a flat surface. Have children take turns moving a 
toy car under the letters for a word as they blend the letter-sounds 
in the word. Have each child blend the word a few times, each time 
moving the car a little faster under the word and blending the letter-
sounds more quickly and smoothly.

When some children blend, they’ll pause too long between sounds 
or add “uh” to a letter-sound, saying, for example, “puh” “i” “guh” 
for pig. Have these children blend the first two sounds of a word and 
stretch out the vowel sound. Then have them say the final sound 
to complete the word. For pig, they would say /p-i-i-i/ /g/. Repeat, 
getting them to move quicker to the final sound to say the word more 
smoothly, /p-i-g/.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6
Review of Levels 1 and 2 
Level 5, Unit 1, Lesson 2 CVC words and other short-vowel patterns 

box hen van wig pup

doll fuzz yell off kiss

pond jump help gift fast

flag sled grass drink scrub

kick rock stick crack quack

TIP: Oral blending activities  If children are struggling to blend 
letter-sounds, they might need practice blending word parts and 
letter-sounds in spoken words without referencing letters. 
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5. Blending Games
Purpose: Have fun blending letter-sounds in words 
Materials: Letter cards or tiles, heavyweight paper, and scissors

Mystery Blending  Form a real or nonsense word made of taught 
letter-sounds. Choose cards (or tiles) for two consonants and a 
vowel, but don’t show them to children. Place the following cards 
facedown in a row: a consonant, a vowel, a consonant. Have 
children take turns turning over the cards and blending the sounds 
for the letters. Have a child repeat the blending until she can blend 
the sounds quickly and smoothly. Discuss if the letters form a real or 
nonsense word.

Variation  Add a letter to the CVC word to make a new, more 
challenging word. For example, change cub to club, chub, cube, curb, 
depending on which letter-sounds and spelling patterns children 
have learned. Discuss how adding the letter changes the word. Help 
the child blend the letter-sounds to read the new word. Discuss if the 
new word is a real or nonsense word.

Blending Puzzles  Write decodable words in large letters on 
heavyweight paper and cut each word into puzzle pieces, one piece 
for each letter-sound. Each piece should have a few jagged edges as 
shown. Give a child the pieces for a word. Have the child put the 
pieces together to form a word, say the letter-sound for each puzzle 
piece, and blend these letter-sounds quickly and smoothly to read  
the word. 

If children’s letter-by-letter blending is good, you can provide practice 
blending chunks within words by cutting apart longer words into 
logical word parts, such as splitting thunder into two parts: thun/der. 
Have children say the word part for each piece, put the puzzle pieces 
together, and blend the parts quickly to read the whole word.

c u b
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These activities have children decode phonetically regular words that 
follow predictable sound-spelling patterns. Activities are appropriate 
for children in grades K–2.

1. Practicing CV Words
Purpose: Recognize and use the CV pattern to decode words 
Materials: Paper strips

Write got on a strip of paper, spacing out the letters so the t can be 
bent back. Make the o red. Ask if the o in this word has a long or short 
sound. (short) Point out the number of consonants after the vowel and 
remind children of the reading rule for CVC words (shown at right). 
Point out the word on the paper strip follows this rule so it will have a 
short o sound. Have children read got. 

Bend back the t in got, so only go is visible. Ask how many vowels are 
in the new word (one, the letter o) and how many consonants are after 
the vowel. (none) Remind children of the reading rule for CV words. 
Point out that the word on the paper strip follows this rule so it will 
have a long o sound. Have them read go. Flip the t back and forth a 
few times and have children read got or go each time.

Repeat this process with other CVC words that can be converted 
into CV words, such as the following:

 bed, bell, best (be) him, hiss (hi)

 hen, help (he) not (no)

 men, mess, melt (me) sock (so)

 shed, shell, shelf (she) flub (flu)

 wet, well, west (we)

Variation  Write got on the board. Discuss the short-vowel pattern 
and the reading rule for CVC words. Place a short-vowel mark (˘) 
above the o and have children read got. Then write go under got. 
Discuss the CV pattern and the reading rule for CV words. Place a 
long-vowel mark (¯) above the o and have children read go. Repeat 
with other CVC and CV words above.

TIP: Using reading rules  The reading rules shown at right 
describe patterns children can use to decide whether to say a 
short- or a long-vowel sound when decoding words. Children 
shouldn’t be expected to memorize the rules and they don’t need 
to learn the acronyms for the consonant-vowel patterns, but 
reminding them of the rules reinforces the idea that they can use 
patterns to decode words. 

Decoding

CVC (got, patch): 
When a word has 
only one vowel 
and ends in one or 
more consonants, 
the vowel is usually 
short. 

CV (go): When a 
word has only one 
vowel and it is at 
the end, the vowel is 
usually long. 

Reading Rules

g o t

g o

got
go

˘
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2. Practicing CVCe Words
Purpose: Recognize and use the CVCe pattern to decode words 
Materials: Paper strips

Write ate on a strip of paper, spacing out the letters so the e can be bent 
back. Make the a red and put a star around the e. Bend back the e so 
only at is visible. Ask if the a in this word has a long or short sound. 
(short) Point out the number of consonants after the vowel and remind 
children of the reading rule for CVC words. (See Decoding Activity 
1.) Point out that the word on the paper strip follows this rule so it will 
have a short a sound. Have children read at. 

Bring the hidden final e forward, so ate is visible. Ask how many 
vowels are in the new word. (two, the letters a and e) Point out that 
the e is at the end of the word and review the reading rule for CVCe 
words. Explain that the e has a star around it to show that it’s a  
Super e. Remind children that Super e doesn’t make a sound of its 
own, but it makes the first vowel long. Have them read ate. Flip the e 
back and forth a few times and have children read at or ate.

Repeat with other CVC words that can be converted into CVCe 
words, such as the following:

mad (made) past (paste) kit (kite) rob (robe)

tap (tape) scrap (scrape) bit (bite) hop (hope)

cap (cape) fin (fine) spin (spine) glob (globe)

pal (pale) shin (shine) pin (pine) us (use)

plan (plane) rip (ripe) dim (dime) cub (cube)

hat (hate) slid (slide) rid (ride) tub (tube)

can (cane)  hid (hide) not (note) cut (cute)

Follow up this activity with decoding practice for CVCe words in 
word families.

Variation  Write at on the board. Discuss the short-vowel pattern 
and the reading rule for CVC words. Place a short-vowel mark (˘) 
above the a. Have children read at. Then write ate under at. Discuss 
the CVCe pattern and the reading rule for CVCe words. Place a 
long-vowel mark (¯) above the a and cross out the e to show that it’s 
silent. Have children read ate. Repeat with other CVC and CVCe 
words above.

a t

a t e

CVCe (ate): When 
a word ends in e and 
has only one other 
vowel, the e is silent 
and the other vowel 
is usually long. 

Reading Rules

at
ate

˘

×
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3. Practicing CVVC Words
Purpose: Recognize and use the CVVC pattern to decode words 
Materials: Letter cards, pocket chart

Use letter cards to form the word ran in a pocket chart. Ask if the 
letter a in this word has a long or short sound. (short) Point out the 
number of consonants after the vowel and remind children of the 
reading rule for CVC words. (See Decoding Activity 1.) Point out 
that ran follows this rule so it will have a short a sound. Have them 
read ran. 

Insert an i after the a to form the word rain. Ask how many vowels are 
in the new word. (two, the letters a and i) Review the reading rule for 
CVVC words and have children tell what sound ai stands for. (long a) 
Have them read rain. Remove and insert the i a few more times and 
have children read ran or rain.

Repeat with other CVC words that can be converted into CVVC 
words, such as the following:

 pan (pain) fed (feed) bet (beet, beat*) cot (coat)

 pants (paints) wed (weed) met (meet, meat*) got (goat)

 mad (maid) best (beast) red (read*) rod (road)

 plan (plain) stem (steam) 

 pal (pail) men (mean)

 pad (paid) set (seat)

 lad (laid) bed (bead)

 bat (bait) net (neat)

Follow up this activity with decoding practice for CVVC words in 
word families.

TIP: Remembering sounds for vowel pairs  The CVVC reading 
rule reflects the old saying, “When two vowels go walking, 
the first one often does the talking.” This rule is generally true 
for the vowel digraphs ai, ay/ā/; ee, ea/ē/; oa/ō/. Children will 
encounter vowel pairs that don’t follow this rule, such as oi, oy/
oi/; oo/ø/, /º/; au, aw/ô/. To help them remember the sounds for 
vowel pairs, give lots of practice reading words with vowel pairs 
organized in word families.

*Point out the homophones beet/beat 
and meet/meat. Some children might 
know that the word read can be said 
two ways: /rēd/ and /rĕd/.

CVVC (rain): When 
a word has two 
vowels together, the 
first vowel is usually 
long and the second 
is silent. 

Reading Rules

r

r

a

a

i n

n
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4. Practicing Words with r-Controlled Vowels
Purpose: Decode words with r-controlled vowels 
Materials: Letter cards, pocket chart

Use letter cards to form the word at in a pocket chart. Ask if the a 
in this word has a long or short sound. (short) Point out the number 
of consonants after the vowel and remind children of the reading 
rule for CVC words. (See Decoding Activity 1.) Have children read 
at. Then insert an r after the a to change at to art. Have children 
identify the letter you added. (r) Remind them that when r comes 
after a vowel, it usually acts like a bossy letter that makes the vowel 
change its sound. Review that the letters ar can stand for the sound  
/är/ as in star. Have children read art. Remove and insert r a few 
more times and have children read at or art.

Repeat this process with other words that can be converted into 
words with r-controlled vowels, such as the following:

 cat (cart) shot (short) he (her) bun (burn)

 pat (part) spot (sport) fist (first) hut (hurt)

 had (hard) pot (port) bid (bird) cub (curb)

 am (arm)  skit (skirt) bust (burst)

 ham (harm)  chip (chirp)

 chat (chart)  

Follow up with decoding practice for word families that contain 
r-controlled vowels.

Variation  In words with -are, -air, -ear, -oar, such as care, hair, fear, 
roar, the r does not have much influence over the long-vowel sound. 
Children can use their understanding of CVCe and CVVC patterns 
to figure out how to say these words. If they have difficulty, use 
letter cards to have children read CVCe and CVVC words with and 
without r:

 cake (care)  pail (pair) heat (hear) oak (oar)

 bake (bare) fail (fair) neat (near) soak (soar)

 date (dare) hail (hair) eat (ear) road (roar)

 shape (share) chain (chair) clean (clear)

 rake (rare) stain (stair) deal (dear)

 scale (scare)

a

a

r

t

t

c

c

a

a

r

k

e

e
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5. Choosing the Correct Vowel Sound
Purpose: Try different vowel sounds when decoding

Tell children learn that a letter or letter combination can stand for 
more than one sound. Sometimes, they can use a word’s consonant-
vowel pattern to figure out the vowel sound, such as the sound of 
o in the CVCe word bone. Other times, such as with ow in cow and 
crow, they might need to try different vowel sounds to figure out 
which sound produces a word that makes sense. If a child hesitates 
when sounding out a vowel whose spelling has more than one sound, 
encourage the child to sound out the word using one of the sounds 
he has learned for that spelling. If that sound doesn’t produce a word 
that makes sense, tell the child to try the other sound.

Give targeted practice decoding words in which the same spelling 
stands for different sounds. For example, write crow on the board and 
underline ow. Remind children that ow can stand for /ou/ or /ō/. First, 
sound out crow incorrectly saying /ou/ for ow. Ask children if you said 
a word that makes sense. (no) Then saying crow correctly, say /ō/ for 
ow. Ask if this makes a real word. (yes) Then write in random order 
on the board other ow words in which ow stands for either /ou/ (cow, 
clown, frown, down) or /ō/ (crow, slow, grow, own). Call on children to 
read each word. Help them try the two sounds for ow.

Here are other vowel spellings that have two different sounds:

 Spelling Sounds 

 a /ă/ as in hat; /ā/ as in bacon

 e /ĕ/ as in bed; /ē/ as in zebra

 i /ĭ/ as in pig; /ī/ as in silent

 o /ŏ/ as in box; /ō/ as in open

 u /ŭ/ as in sun; /ū/ as in tulip

 ar* /är/ as in star; /ėr/ as in collar

 or /ôr/ as in shorts; /ėr/ as in sailor

 ear* /ēr/ as in fear; /ėr/ as in learn

 oo /º/ as in book; /ø/ as in moon

 ea /ē/ as in treat; /ĕ/ as in bread

 ey /ē/ as in key; /ā/ as in they
*The sound-spellings ar/ōr/ as in warm and ear/ār/ as in bear are not as common.

Here are consonants that have two sounds:
 s /s/ as in bus; /z/ as in logs

 c /k/ as in cat; /s/ as in city

 g /g/ as in goat; /j/ as in cage

crow
cow

clown
grow
frown
slow
own
down
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6. Word Sorting by Letter-Sounds
Purpose: Distinguish different sounds for the same spellings 
Materials: Word cards

Have children read and sort words in which the same letter(s) 
represent different sounds, such as short o words (got, job, shop, block) 
and long o words (go, no, so). Place an example word for each letter-
sound on a table, underlining the letter(s) that stand for the target 
sound in each word, such as got and go. Mix the other words you want 
children to sort and put them in a stack. Have children take turns 
choosing a word, reading it, and placing it near the correct example 
word. Review each group of sorted words. Have children tell how the 
words are alike.

For sorts involving long vowels, expand the sort to include other 
long-vowel patterns as children learn them, such as CVCe words 
(note), CVVC words (boat), open-syllable words or long-vowel 
trickers (open), ow words (slow), and oddball word families (most, 
ghost and old, cold).

 Additional word sorts (after letter-sounds are taught)

 short a and long a or as in corn and actor

 short e and long e oo as in book and moon

 short i and long i c as in cat and city

 short u and long u g as in gate and cage

 y as in yarn, by, and happy ear as in fear, learn, and bear

 s as in bus and logs ea as in meat and bread

 ow as in cow and crow ey as in key and they

 ar as in star and calendar ie as in pie and thief

slow

cold

boat

soshop

open

most

noteblock

nojob

gogot
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7. Practicing Words with Silent Consonants
Purpose: Review common spelling patterns for silent consonants

Remind children that sometimes words include silent letters. Write 
knee on the board and underline kn. Tell children that when they see 
kn together at the beginning of a word, the k is silent. Cover up the 
k with your hand and have children say the sounds for the remaining 
letters. Uncover the k, put an X on it to show that it’s silent. 
Have them read the word again. Under the word knee, write other 
decodable kn words, such as knife, know, knew, kneel, knot, knob. Have 
children read each word.

Repeat these steps to review wr in write, gn in gnaw, mb in lamb, igh 
in light, stle in castle. (For igh, remind them that the i stands for /ī/). 
Here are words you can use for each spelling pattern:

 write gnaw lamb light castle

 wrap gnat thumb right whistle 

 wrist gnome crumb night bristle 

 wrong gnash dumb fight thistle

 wreck gnarled numb bright rustle

 wrench gnu comb high hustle

 wring sign climb sigh nestle

 wreath  bomb thigh wrestle

TIP: Reading long words  If children hesitate to decode longer 
words, remind them to look for word patterns, word parts, or 
smaller words they know in the longer word. Tell them to sound 
out the word from left to right. Encourage them to try different 
sounds for vowels or put the emphasis on a different syllable, or 
part, of the word. After sounding out the word, have them ask 
themselves, “Does this sound like a word I know? Does this word 
make sense in the sentence?” If they still can’t figure out the word, 
tell them the word or help them use a dictionary to learn about 
the word. Point out that adult readers use these steps to figure out 
unknown words.

× × × × ×

knee
knife
know
knew
kneel
knot
knob

×
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8. Decoding Games
Purpose: Have fun decoding words

Climb the Ladder  Draw a ladder on the board and write decodable 
words between the rungs. The words can be from the same word 
family or a variety of decodable words. Write simpler words at the 
bottom of the ladder and more challenging ones toward the top. 
Have children “climb” the ladder by reading the words from the 
bottom to the top.

What’s My Word?  Show a group of decodable words on the board 
or your word wall. Give word clues that focus on letter-sounds, 
spelling patterns, and word meaning. For example, for cake, you 
might say, “My word is a Super e word. It begins with /k/ and rhymes 
with rake. It is something sweet to eat. What’s my word?” Have 
children raise their hands if they think they know the answer. Then 
have everyone or an individual say the word.  

Word Catch  Write decodable words on masking tape and stick 
them on a large beach ball or playground ball. Toss or roll the ball to 
a child and have him read the word closest to his left thumb. Or toss 
the ball, have a child catch it, and have the child read a word you 
show him.

Clean Up the Mess  Write decodable words on cards. Toss them 
on the floor. Have each child help clean up the mess by picking up a 
card, reading the word, showing it to everyone, and putting the card 
in a neat stack. Or have shoe boxes marked with different sound-
spellings or word families and have children place the words in the 
correct boxes. 

Short Step/Long Step  Have children stand in a row across  
the back of the room. Show a decodable word. Call on a child to 
read it. For every short word read correctly, a child takes one short 
step forward. For every long word read correctly, the child takes a 
long step forward. Play until someone reaches the front wall. After 
children learn long-vowel patterns, show short-vowel and long-vowel 
words. Have the child tell if the vowel is short or long, read the word, 
and step forward a short or long step.

fantastic

hospital

sunset

napkin

nap

sun
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Word Concentration  Make cards for word pairs that have 
something in common. For example, make pairs of rhyming words, 
such as fish, dish. For more challenge, use words whose rhyming 
sounds are spelled differently, such as feet, treat. The pairs could 
have the same vowel sound, such as five, dime or slow, bone, or the 
same beginning sound, such as think, thanks. Show children one pair 
of cards and explain what they have in common that makes them 
a match. All pairs in the set should match in the same way. Mix 
the cards and spread them facedown on the table. Have children 
take turns choosing two cards, reading both words, and deciding if 
they match. If so, the child keeps the cards. If not, she returns them 
facedown in their original positions. Play until all cards are matched.

Word Bingo  Create a 4 × 4 grid on a sheet of paper and make 
copies of it. Display a list of 20 or more decodable words and have 
children use 16 of these words to create their own bingo cards. Tell 
them they can choose any of the words from the list and write them 
in any of the squares. Explain that they must have one word in each 
square and they can’t use the same word twice. Check to make sure 
that they’re spelling words correctly and placing a different word 
in each square. Hand out small game markers such as pennies, dry 
beans, or buttons. Call out a random word from the word list and 
have children place a marker on that word if it is on their card. The 
first child who covers four words in a row, column, or diagonal should 
call out “Bingo!” Check that the covered words are words you’ve 
called. Replay the game by calling out words in a different order.

Mail Drop  Have children sit in a circle. One child plays the mail 
carrier and drops word cards into the laps of the others. Children go 
around the circle and read their “mail.” As their decoding improves, 
write or have children write phrases and sentences on strips for the 
mail carrier to deliver.

How Many Can You Read?  Gather a large stack of cards with 
decodable words. Show each card and point to a child to read it. 
If playing with mixed reading abilities, match readers with words 
they can likely read accurately. See how many words the group can 
read correctly. Record that number. Replay the game at a later time 
and challenge children to increase the number of words they read 
correctly. You can also play this game with an individual and have 
the child track their scores.

go chain cake tree

painttreat no fruit

sledcute chin soap

boneslide not groan


